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Note: This presentation is about doing a scientific work, which means any scientific 
work that produces an outcome, e.g., a thesis. It applies most strongly to doing a 
dissertation thesis/PhD thesis in Psychology in Germany. If you work in another country 
or domain, check carefully what applies to you. Much of the presentation should, but 
keep in mind that there are always local differences that can break your neck if you do 
not take them into account.

The notes do not necessarily cover what I have said during the presentation but what 
conveys the message best in writing.

Keep in mind that this presentation can only give you ideas or show options, you have 
to find out yourself what you do with it.
Additionally, many images are grayed out because I do not own the copyright to these 
images. So you miss out a lot of the presentation experience.
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Probably relevant:
I did study psychology, finished my diploma thesis in 2005, my dissertation thesis in 2010. I 
recommend a few things but I do not get anything for it. If I recommend something then it’s 
because I think it’s good/might be useful.

As my thesis was in psychology -- which consists of theoretical literature work and empirical 
research -- the points made in the presentation should be applicable to other domains. Much 
can be transferred to other types of scientific works, e.g., bachelor, master, magister, and 
diploma theses. It’s essentially the same, just somewhat smaller.

Note that organization is a very individual process and I can only give options/show 
perspectives -- there is not the “one” solution.
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The content is rather large in scope and goes beyond the simple writing of the work -- that is 
only the last step. Writing is easy if everything worked well (enough) previously. That’s why I 
have a rather large scope and start with a few basic points and the context in which one 
works. I think that it is easier to work if the environment/system fits, e.g., it works for you 
and you have the right attitudes, than if you have to work against the environment/system.

It’s a lot of material, but the aim is to get an overview and some tips. There are literature 
recommendations to go deeper into the issues.

I present a few programs as examples. They show what is available and possible. There are 
not the only programs of this type, but it’s important that you know the possible functions 
and criteria. Try for yourself whether you want to use the program or a similar one -- does it 
have the functions you need? Do you need this kind of process support? Which program 
fulfills this function best?
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This presentation is available on organizingcreativity.com -- unfortunately I have to replace 
many great images with gray areas as I do not have the copyright.
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The dissertation is the admission slip to scientific research (although you are already working 
in science during the creation of this work).

There are differences what a dissertation must encompass depending on domain and 
university.

Important: The PhD thesis is only the first work that you do. Do not (try to) answer all 
questions with a single dissertation. Answer what you can, but don’t overload it.
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A scientific work is different from the work you did during your studies. You are working for a 
very long time on one large project. It’s the first real job for many and it requires good work, 
because others pay you for it and expect results. It’s important that you move beyond the 
known (more on that later). You are in a strongly dependent relationship (your advisor has 
more power and evaluates your results). You need to become a professional in the scientific 
area you work in and you need access to the international and often interdisciplinary research 
community.



“... a PhD isn’t the top quali#cation
without good reason.”

Author on http://sciencecareers.sciencemag.org
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No wonder that a PhD is the top-qualification -- it is hard to accomplish.
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It is hard, but there is the frequent misconception that people either “have what it takes” to 
do a PhD thesis or they do not. I do not believe in this kind of attributional view that only 
specific people can accomplish a thesis. I think that you can (and should) learn a lot and it is 
also a question of the context in which you are doing your thesis. Much depends on what is 
taught, what is rewarded/punished, whether you are interested in the topic, whether you 
really try to achieve your goals and whether you can learn in a self-directed manner. Sure, 
you must be able to think and not everyone can or should do a thesis, but you have achieved 
the necessary prerequisites and did your studies so many abortions/delays are unnecessary.

Additionally, many PhD students think that they have studied the subject and should be able 
to do their thesis without a hitch. Like the person who send in the postsecret card (http://
postsecret.blogspot.com) many PhD students are surprised and feel insecure because they 
feel that they are stupid or incompetent. But this is normal as the next slide shows. Here it’s 
important to persist nonetheless and endure this feeling (and perhaps even enjoy it, because 
you are in the process of discovering something new) -- and that you learn to deal with it. 
It’s not an attack on your competence, on the contrary. It shows that you do science.
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To illustrate the issue: Imagine the circle symbolizes the knowledge about an area. As a 
pupil, only the well researched “facts” are conveyed. As student you learn well established 
facts but you move closer to the borders of the circle. But only as a PhD student you really 
reach the borders of the established knowledge and have to discover new knowledge by 
yourself. You are the first one who steps onto the undiscovered land, who finds out where 
interesting objects are, where the shallow areas and the strong currents are. Instead of 
learning what is known and where you can ask others if you do not understand something, 
you are now at the borders of knowledge and you push back these borders by yourself. You 
do not follow others but move ahead and you can wreck your ship or vanish in a bank of 
mist. On the other hand, you own what you discover.
As a consequence it can happen that you ask your advisor how to solve a specific problem 
and this person says: “I don’t know.” This does not mean that the person cannot do it. If she 
spends more time with the issue, invests effort and does the research herself she will 
probably find the solution faster than you do -- but that is not the issue. The issue is that 
you have to learn to solve the problems yourself and develop the necessary skills for later. 
This goes along with feeling stupid or incompetent because you first have to try and make 
mistakes. That’s part of the process.
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And yes, there will be dragons, but often the problems can be solved and even dragons can 
become tame.

I think that you have to know a lot of things and take them the right way -- I have learned 
many things the hard way because I did not know and I did not ask -- this also works but it 
costs a lot of resources and it’s no fun.



“A PhD is a stepping stone into a research career. 
All you need to do is to demonstrate your 
capacity for independent, critical thinking.

That’s all you need to do. A PhD is three years of 
solid work, not a Nobel Prize”

Maths–Eng/Female/18, in Mullins & Kiley, 2002
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“This is an apprenticeship, not a studentship.”
(TM) on http://www.phinished.org
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Take it as an apprenticeship. You might have some knowledge but you cannot do them in the 
beginning. Studying has given you the skills to learn knowledge -- now you have to do your 
own contribution to knowledge and learn to do research yourself.
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Okay, what do you need to bring with you? Important: Some skills are needed, not attributes. 
You can learn and train skills.
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Prerequisites
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Important: You will have to do the dissertation thesis over a long time frame -- not just a 
short term clinging to something but really endure boring tasks. Reason is that there are no 
perfect topics. Any topic will become boring at times and yes, sometimes you have to punch 
through.

BTW, given the size of the project intelligence is no guarantee for success and staying power/
persistence will beat intelligence each and every time. Coolidge’s words ring true:
“Nothing in this world can take the place of persistence. Talent will not; nothing is more 
common than unsuccessful people with talent. Genius will not; unrewarded genius is almost a 
proverb. Education will not; the world is full of educated derelicts. Persistence and 
determination alone are omnipotent. The slogan ‘press on' has solved and always will solve 
the problems of the human race.”
Calvin Coolidge (1872–1933), 30th US president

Important: Don’t become a perfectionist and don’t be tempted to see the world only in 
perfect or sloppy. That’s a false dichotomy. There are many shades of gray and it should 
‘only’ be the best you can do in the time and with the resources available.
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If you think that studying was stressful, the dissertation will let you reach new levels of 
stress ...



Possible Crises

Being overwhelmed by the new job
Finding no suitable thesis topic
Trying to learn everything
Paid project work takes up the time for the own thesis
Avoiding to conduct the first study

Having no significant results
Having no time to work on the thesis
Being scooped (someone else published it first)
Project partner quits

No idea how to start writing/finding the red thread
Having no time to write
Doubts about the value of the work
Fear of being slaughtered in the thesis defense
Fear of the future after the thesis
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An overview about the possible crises and a few remarks:

Being overwhelmed by the new job
=> That’s normal. Give yourself time to get to know the job. It will take time until you 
become accustomed to the new situation. Find out whom to ask and from which persons you 
can learn. Ask, watch, and learn.
Finding no suitable thesis topic
Can take a long time if you are in a new topic and do not know the available literature. 
Ideally, your advisor can give you hints about the area and where you should look and what 
you should read. It took me a whole year until I was ready for my first study, because I had to 
become accustomed to a new domain first.
Trying to learn everything
Set priorities and create a learning list for later. It’s a bad idea, for example, to try to learn a 
new statistics software before you have your own data. Consciously decide how you spend 
your time. But make sure to look into everything and take what moves you head.
Paid project work takes up the time for the own thesis
The project work (e.g., a NSF proposal) is often better planned and the schedule is already 
decided and has to be fulfilled (e.g., to pass a review). Here you have to fight for your PhD 
project time and to get the necessary amount of time. Advisors often do not see (at all or too 
late) that PhD students often leave because they feel that they work only for other projects 
and not for their own projects. Here every PhD student has to make him- or herself heard. 
[cont. next slide]
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Avoiding to conduct the first study
Call it pre-study and just take a few people (in psychology). All literature research and all 
thoughts you have had in advance do not help you in finding out what the results will be. For 
this you have to try it out and the empirical results will tell you a thousand times more than 
everything you have read before. And as usual, the devil is often in the details. Unless you are 
‘wasting’ precious resources (material, study subjects, ...) during each trial, try it out as early 
as possible.
Having no significant results
Happens. Sorry. Normally it should not happen because you have spend time research the 
literature and the theoretical work should allow you to make good predictions (hypotheses) 
about the results (but see previous point). If the results are not significant, look closely for 
the causes. One reason to measure rather broadly in the beginning and to use qualitative 
measures to approach a new topic.
Having no time to work on the thesis
You need to fight for this time -- see Time Management later.
Being scooped (someone else published it first)
Happens -- parallel creativity occurs quite often, esp. if the literature so far and the Zeitgeist 
all point to specific experiments. Look for differences between the studies -- two studies that 
are the same are very rare. [cont. next slide]
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Project partner quits
Keep a plan B in the back of your mind -- how you can do the research (slightly differently). 
Even if you have to move experiments into the laboratory or change other important aspects, 
be sure that you could finish your research on your own. 3-6 years are a long time and if 
someone quits at the end, whom you need for your studies, it can break your neck. If you 
need a similar setting try to offer your expertise in exchange for the permission to do the 
research where you can do it.
No idea how to start writing/finding the red thread
See “Writing” later in the presentation, esp. the slides regarding the outliner.
Having no time to write
See “time management” or these aspects regarding writing. Silvia’s book (“How to Write a 
Lot”) is well worth reading here.
Doubts about the value of the work
Normal. Yup. It’s (to semi-quote Gaiman’s Sandman) like walking through a labyrinth where 
you see only the way you walked when you look back, not the difficult choices and the roads 
you did not take. You know the topic too well at the end to correctly estimate the difficulty of 
researching the problem.
Fear of being slaughtered in the thesis defense
Usually there is no real reason for this fear. The only problem would be a fight between 
departments that is taken out on the backs of the PhD students. But this is rare. [cont. next 
slide]
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Usually people are well-meaning during the thesis defense and with some experience in 
giving presentations it is not that hard. And yes, I was very nervous about it too. Of course. It 
was 3-6 years that were evaluated in 30-60 minutes.
Fear of the future after the thesis
Still working on that one. Ideally you have acquired skills during your dissertation work that 
are helpful in other contexts and you have established contacts with others.
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It’s important to keep a second or third foundation for your emotional well being during the 
dissertation thesis, in case the thesis runs into problems. These phases happen and you need 
some other source of positive emotion, no matter what it is -- sports, friends, etc. Look 
outside of the workgroup -- sport, orchestra, choir, Mensa, climbing, etc. pp. Keep up your 
hobbies that you do in groups (they are usually the first to disappear). Social relationships are 
important when self-doubt comes during the thesis.



staying power/persistence

stress resistance

Prerequisites

[shadow silhouette of
a desperate person]
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staying power/persistence

stress resistance

organization-/project-
management skills

Prerequisites
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It’s complex work -- many sources, many ideas, complex data. You have to handle it and you 
cannot keep everything in your head. Correspondingly, organization is necessary (see later 
slides).

Important: Organization must never become a goal in itself. It’s only a tool and it must 
always be evaluated for the concrete gains it brings.



staying power/persistence

stress resistance

organization-/project-
management skills

affinity for writing

Prerequisites

[person in front of a
typewriter]
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Much of the communication, esp. feedback regarding the quality of work (reviews) is in 
written form -- articles/abstracts for conferences/chapters for the dissertation. If you do not 
like to write, it will be difficult. But writing -- at least scientific writing -- is not that hard. It’s 
a craft that you can learn. See slides later.



staying power/persistence

stress resistance

organization-/project-
management skills

affinity for writing

often: English language skills
(“broken english”)

Prerequisites

[english-american
!ag]
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In many areas, esp. in the natural sciences, the scientific language is “broken english”. That’s 
not a problem and you improve quickly when you read original articles. But esp. with 
international conferences you will have to speak it as well.
There are often courses at the university which you can take. You get the specific vocabulary 
via the literature (it will become more difficult in time to talk in your native-non-english-
language about your work). I found it very helpful to watch movies/read books in English 
(they are usually better as well as the translation is over atrocious).

Note: Take the translation of the slides here -- the English is really, really bad and I know it. 
On the other hand, it can be understood and I do not have the time and cognitive resources 
at the moment for a better translation.



[shipwrecked on a raft]
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What’s the trip like?

The right job / work group
Many people take the first job that is offered. But you invest a lot in it, i.e., look closely what 
the job brings you. To put it differently: You are highly qualified people who should not be 
wasted in the wrong job. You are ambitious, in the sense that you want to accomplish 
something, be advanced, move forward. Choose the right environment if you can. PhD 
positions are qualification positions -- it is not sufficient that you do your work well, the 
work must also allow you to move forward and improve/qualify yourself.



[Feynman]
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Advisor

Look at it like an apprenticeship -- i.e., you need someone to teach you. You need good 
advisory. Trial and error is possible but costs a lot of time and energy. You should become 
integrated into the community -- that’s easier if someone opens the doors for you. It’s not 
Vitamin B but the knowledge of how to behave and some pointers (more like Knigge). There 
is no perfect advisor -- no matter how good they appear from the outside, everyone has their 
strengths and weaknesses.

If a position looks interesting and you do not know the person, ask around. E.g. ask the 
student council or professors you know (you might need a letter of recommendation anyway).

Although most professors do not see themselves as leaders their leadership behavior makes 
a large difference, e.g., in fluctuation of employees and scientific output. Leadership 
behavior is not a matter of personal taste! Problem: Often they were not trained to be 
leaders. Usually you do not get this far in you cannot lead people, but this does not mean 
that they can lead people well.

Lewin: “There is nothing so practical as a good theory” -- Schmidt and Richter (2008, 2009, 
in German) have applied leadership styles to university professors.



laissez-faire autocratic cooperative

[person sailing
away] [Captain Bligh] [Regatta]
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Important: Styles are usually not in pure form but can be different combinations per person 
or different styles according to the specific situation.



laissez-faire

[person sailing
away] [empty horizon]
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Translated Quotation from Schmidt and Richter: “Leader avoids steering behavior, leaves 
employees on their own, does not intervene in work processes, does not show special 
attention for their work”

Important for you as PhD Student: Do not accept this. You have to get feedback and advisory 
actively or look for a different advisor. Advisor gets Co-Authorship of the papers you write, 
PhD student gets the support. Freedom of research and own scientific qualification work do 
not mean that conversations with and feedback by colleagues is forbidden. On the contrary, 
it’s good practice.
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“Mein Doktorvater war 
die meiste Zeit auf See.”

Anonymous
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Translated Quotation from Schmidt and Richter: “Leader avoids steering behavior, leaves 
employees on their own, does not intervene in work processes, does not show special 
attention for their work”

Important for you as PhD Student: Do not accept this. You have to get feedback and advisory 
actively or look for a different advisor. Advisor gets Co-Authorship of the papers you write, 
PhD student gets the support. Freedom of research and own scientific qualification work do 
not mean that conversations with and feedback by colleagues is forbidden. On the contrary, 
it’s good practice.



autocratic

[Captain Bligh]
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Quotation Schmidt & Richter: “Leader delegates tasks and makes decisions without active 
involvement of the employees and without considering their interests, creates an authorial 
work relationship determined by differences in status”

Luckily I do not have person experiences with this type -- is rather rare. On the other hand, 
each and every university seems to have such a person. This person can destroy one’s future, 
e.g., by canceling job offers for employees, delaying publications, etc.

As PhD student: Get another advisor -- fast.



autocratic

“Don't become scared of your 
adviser, you start avoiding the 
department in general.
Bad, bad, bad.”
AnnieTater on www.phinished.org 

[Captain Bligh]
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Quotation Schmidt & Richter: “Leader delegates tasks and makes decisions without active 
involvement of the employees and without considering their interests, creates an authorial 
work relationship determined by differences in status”

Luckily I do not have person experiences with this type -- is rather rare. On the other hand, 
each and every university seems to have such a person. This person can destroy one’s future, 
e.g., by canceling job offers for employees, delaying publications, etc.

As PhD student: Get another advisor -- fast.



cooperative

[Regatta]
[People working together]
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Quotation Schmidt & Richter: “Leader involves estimations and motivation of employees in 
tasks and decisions, shows interest in their development and improvement, ensures 
communication based on appreciation”

value-oriented: leads by example and lives the values that are propagated, not “you have to 
do it, I am prof and I’m special”

Should be how it is -- a cooperation, a win-win-situation for both, professional, with the 
goal to make the employee “great”



“Keep away from people who try 
to belittle your ambitions.
Small people always do that, but 
the really great make you feel 
that you, too, can become great.”
Mark Twain
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communication based on appreciation”

value-oriented: leads by example and lives the values that are propagated, not “you have to 
do it, I am prof and I’m special”

Should be how it is -- a cooperation, a win-win-situation for both, professional, with the 
goal to make the employee “great”



Sense of Purpose/Mission?

What is the climate in the 
department? What is actually 
lived? How do they talk about 
other institutes/departments?

What can you realize there?

How many PhD students 
#nished/didn’t #nish? Why? 
How did they like it there?

Can I work with the actual 
advisor?

Questions

[Laboratory]
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Listen to your emotions -- (but do not trust them blindly). If you leave the department and 
you have the feeling that the mood as surpressed/depressive, then ask. Was there a concrete 
reason (e.g., rejected paper, something else) -- or was this standard?
Have a look what is lived in the department. Look at what people do, not at what they say. 
Then again, how do they talk about other departments? No department is perfect and if they 
do not they they can learn from others, that’s a bad place to be. An arrogant attitude is 
devastating for cooperations. Do they consider that you could work for other, good 
departments?
Careful with prevalent irony -- usually close to sarcasm and rarely a good sign.
What is possible to realize? Who are the ones who determine whether you can realize 
something?
Advantage of working in a well-established workgroup: synergy, better technology, etc.
Disadvantage: Probably harder to do your own thing.
You will have to adapt yourself to different persons and their personalities. The way into 
academia is not as structured and there are some idiosyncrasies ... train perspective taking 
and remember that the other person was here first, this person has the higher position and 
you have to adapt more to that person than this person has to adapt to you. That’s normal -- 
you need to learn from this person.



question of matching

ideal: someone who is 
excellent at publishing papers

(not only as #rst author)

expectations and schedule

scope of the advisory

meetings at regular intervals

adjusting to each others level 
of knowledge

goal: open communication
(you do not need to love each other, but you 
have to work with each other professionally)

actual advisor

[advisor and PhD 
student]
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Actual advisor because the professor is usually in high demand and often has little time for 
the advisory.
Important: Goals and views of the actual advisor must be aligned with those of the official 
advisor. The official advisor decides whether you pass or not.
Quotation by a colleague of mine: “You can say anything, but what it is important is how you 
say it.” => Communication must be respectful (you may criticize your superior as long as you 
maintain the respect). BTW, criticize the current behavior, not the person. You can change 
behavior more easily than the person.
Know what the other person expects from you and what you expect from the person. Make it 
explicit, otherwise there will be spontaneous solutions that might not be ideal.
Regular meetings important for knowledge exchange and for keeping your project in the 
mind of the advisor (will be useful if the advisor stumbles upon articles or people who might 
be relevant for your work). Even if the meeting only takes five minutes, show shortly what you 
have done -- at best with a fix appointment weekly or bi-weekly.
Compare your knowledge to make it clear what the advisor has to say (post-docs often do 
not have experience in advisory and they do not know anymore what they did not know as 
PhD-Students).
Goal: Open communication -- no resentments if something goes wrong.



[Cover of “The Science of Discworld”]
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Colleagues



“It is wonderful to work in an 
environment with a lot of 

smart people. It challenges you 
to think and work on a 

different level. If you play with 
better players, you learn a lot: 

perspectives, intellectual 
arguments, new ways of 
thinking about things.”

Marissa Mayer, Vice-President of
Search Product and User Experience at Google

Colleagues

[Marissa Mayer]
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Ideally you have this kind of colleagues in your department -- if not, we live in a virtual world 
and there are people on conferences who might look for similar colleagues. Search them 
actively.

Important: Smart is different from intelligent -- smart means people get things implemented.



work groups vs. support 
groups

“private works outings”

doing own projects 
(publications) with another 

PhD student

clear communication 
regarding #rst authorship

Colleagues

[PhD students]
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Literature groups can be helpful -- but be careful that it does not end up in a support group 
that drags you down.

“private works outings” => take a trip with the people you like, strengthen the ties, get to 
know them from their private side.

Do your own project with other PhD students (but inform your advisor about it!) -- try out 
what you can achieve together with a peer -- you learn a lot. Submit something to a 
conference just to find out whether you get your paper accepted (if it gets accepted, make 
sure you have the funds to go there!).



“When you see yourself doing 
something badly and nobody's 
bothering to tell you anymore, 

that's a bad place to be.
You may not want to hear it, 
but your critics are often the 

ones telling you they still love 
you and care about you, and 

want to make you better.”
Randy Pausch

Feedback

[Randy Pausch]
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Feedback that improves current and future work is not easy to get -- often too focussed on 
the products -- works like papers and proposals. But real mentoring that looks at the 
processes is very hard to get.



“Randy, it’s such a shame that people perceive 
you as being so arrogant, because it's going

to limit what you’re going to be able to 
accomplish in life.”

Andy van Dam to Randy Pausch
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Essentially he says: “You are an arrogant asshole.” but it is framed in a way that the person 
can accept the criticism and sees the value of changing his behavior. The mentor gave the 
information he needed -- open and honest feedback.

Giver of feedback must get to know the person very well, find out where the person wants to 
go, know the domain/field well enough to give feedback regarding the aspects that prevent 
the person from achieving his goals. It’s very hard to get this kind of feedback -- but how 
can you improve otherwise?



good scientists look for 
instrumental help and become 
competent, bad people want 

solutions/do not ask and 
remain incompetent

goal: improve the (current and 
future) work

always listen but think for 
yourself what you implement 

in which way

preference vs. quality

Feedback
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Example for feedback: page from my dissertation by a very good proof-reader.

Difficult to accept feedback, but don’t kill the messenger -- the feedback helps you to 
improve your work.



relationship management/
perspective taking

get another perspective: 
friends, representative, 
ombudsman, mediator

mobbing: document it 
immediately/#nd witnesses

it is possible to change the 
advisor (the earlier the better, 

but be sure about it)

Problems

[People arguing]
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A department produces scientific papers/proposals/etc. -- and what you do for the 
department usually helps to further your career (if you also get recognized for your work). 
Usually everyone should have an interest that all work professionally.

But competition is hard and especially if advisors have little time. Can be very stressful and 
there can be problems, esp. if it is not possible to talk about negative subjects and post-docs 
and professors cannot and do not want to deal with “emotional issues”.

Worst case: Mobbing in academia (it happens!) -- there are some professors who do not want 
to get involved when PhD students are mobbed.

Prevention is best: relationship management and perspective taking. Few problems are really 
deliberate. It’s a stressful job with many tasks to be done. Post-docs have little time to get 
tenure.

Important: Have a close look at the people around you and at differences between the things 
they say and do -- if someone talks behind other peoples backs they will do so behind your 
back.

Other perspective: You need two people for a fight and it is rare that one side is innocent. 
Another person can also point to possible origins of problems. In one case a person did not 
notice that he was the victim of mobbing -- he only realized that his mood deteriorated over 
time. Deliberate mobbing did not occur to the person until he talked with an external 
colleague.

Documentation: In one case a colleague ordered information material from the Lesbian- and 
Gay Organization and had it delivered to the work address of another colleague [continues on 
next slide]



Problems
relationship management/

perspective taking

get another perspective: 
friends, representative, 
ombudsman, mediator

mobbing: document it 
immediately/#nd witnesses

it is possible to change the 
advisor (the earlier the better, 

but be sure about it)

[People arguing]
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in an attempt to mob the person. The person who was mobbed asked the organization for 
the IP address of the person who did the order online and asked the local IT department 
about the person who ordered it (after it came out that it was the IP address of the institute). 
After he received the name it took one talk with the mobbing person’s supervisor and the 
mobbing (and the mobbing person) was finished. It’s a rare case as logfiles are usually legally 
protected and deleted after a few days. But it shows that it is possible to fight back -- very 
successfully.

If you have problems with your advisor talk about it -- these conversations are not nice and 
you will feel very uncomfortable, but that’s not the issue. You need to work with each other 
-- and even if it means that you have to find another advisor you need to clarify important 
issues.

Important: You must feel comfortable working there and maintain your mood.

Real serious conflicts are rather rare -- likely colleagues who are swines or advisors who 
are ... strange. It’s a matter of fit and here it is highly relevant. You are dependent on each 
other -- or rather, you are dependent on the advisor and if it does not work out, it is very 
difficult.



Recommendations
Cham’s “PhD Comics”

Sternberg’s “Psychology 101½”

Pausch’s “Last Lecture”
(Video & Buch)

Schwartz’s “The importance of 
stupidity in scienti#c research”

Patterson’s "Your Students Are 
Your Legacy"

Schmidt & Richter’s 2008 and 
2009 papers [German]
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PhD Comics: The equivalent for Dilbert (for offices) and User Friendly (for tech support) -- 
beautifully done and so true. I could have done the whole presentation with PhD Comics but 
no one would have believed me that they were true.

Sternberg’s “Psychology 101½” => about psychology but the rules are applicable to many 
areas in academia

Literaturangaben
Cham’s “PhD Comics”: http://www.phdcomics.com/comics.php
Sternberg’s “Psychology 101½”: Sternberg, R. J. (2003). Psychology 101 1/2 The Unspoken 
Rules for Success in Academia. Washington, DC: APA.
Pausch’s “Last Lecture”
(Video & Buch): Pausch, R. (2008). Really Achieving Your Childhood Dreams. New York: 
Hyperion.
Schwartz’s “The importance of stupidity in scientific research”: Schwartz, M. A. (2008). The 
importance of stupidity in scientific research. Journal of Cell Science, 121, 1771.
Patterson’s "Your Students Are Your Legacy": Patterson, D. A. (2009). Your Students Are Your 
Legacy. Communications of the ACM, 32(3), 30-33. doi:10.1145/1467247.1467259
Schmidt & Richter’s Artikel von 2008 und 2009: Schmidt, B., & Richter, A. (2008). 
Unterstützender Mentor oder abwesender Aufgabenverteiler? – Eine qualitative 
Interviewstudie zum Führungshandeln von Professorinnen und Professoren aus der Sicht von 
Promovierenden. Beiträge zur Hochschulforschung, 30(4), 34-58. und Schmidt, B., & Richter, 
A. (2009). Zwischen Laissez-Faire, Autokratie und Kooperation: Führungsstile von 
Professorinnen und Professoren. Beiträge zur Hochschulforschung, 31(4), 8-35.



[complex plan with one highlighted part]
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Finding a Topic
the Image shows that it is usually only a small aspect -- improvement is done via small 
increments.



usually

Frequency with which a 
journals is cited

more relevant

direct in!uence, i.e.:
Does my research has an 
in!uence on the lives of 

others?
Does it ‘improve’ the world?
Is my topic/are my results 

relevant?

Impact

[1000 Worth 
Photomanipulation of 
a female foot on the 

moon]
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You invest 3-6 years into a topic and a lot of money -- relation to praxis does not have to 
always be at the university or the institute -- you can do it somehwere lese, but you have to 
create the relationship yourself.



interest and passion for the 
topic?

not trying to change the world 
with the thesis

synergy/problems with other 
projects (science foundation?)

standards? regulations/library

can I do it on my own?

topic expert as advisor for 
whom you are no competition?

#nding a suitable topic can 
take time

Choice of Topic

[intimate pair]
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Interest and passion -- few people would connect the image to scientific work, but you will 
spend 3-6 years with it. You should be interested in it (at least in the beginning) and burn for 
it (not only because the topic sounds interesting, but because it is interesting for you). 
Passion is needed because you will suffer a lot.

Do not try to change the world with one dissertation, this happens the other way around. It’s 
the beginning of a scientific career, not the scientific career.

Do not try to solve all problems of the world with one study -- keep it small, straightforward, 
relevant.

Do not search to long for a PhD position -- but look for a place where the topic suits you -- 
otherwise you effectively impede your career.

Important to ask yourself whether you can do it alone in case your cooperation partner quits 
or their work is delayed. E.g., one colleague tried to work with the police and after a few 
‘large incidents’ the police just didn’t have the time.
=> How much do you have to invest (time, effort) until your are sure that you can finish the 
work in any case -- if you need the same group in year 1 and year 4, that’s a high risk.



Criteria (Perry, 1998)
“cover a !eld which fascinates the student sufficiently for him or her to endure what could be 

years of hard and solitary work

build on the student's previous studies, for example, his or her course work in a Master's 
degree

be in an area of ‘warm’ research activity rather than in a ‘cold’, overworked area or in a `hot', too- 
competitive, soon-to-be extinguished area

be in an area near the main streams of a discipline and not at the margins of a discipline or 
straddling two disciplines - being near the main streams makes it easier to !nd thesis 

examiners, to gain academic positions, and to get acceptance of journal articles about the 
research

be manageable, producing interesting results and a thesis in the shortest time possible

have accessible sources of data

open into a program of research projects after the thesis is completed

and provide skills and information for obtaining a job in a non-research !eld, if a research or 
academic job is not available or not desired.”
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Recommendation
Perry, C. (1998) A structured approach to presenting theses. Available on line at http://
www.scu.edu.au/schools/gcm/ar/art/cperry.html



“Boil your dissertation ideas down
to a very narrow and doable topic.

Your dissertation is the very beginning
of your academic career, not the end!“

Coriander on http://www.phinished.org
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This is hard because you likely want to do more, but even a small project will provide you 
with enough challenges. It’s your way into research -- you can still write an “ideas for future 
work” section.



Recommendations
Booth, Colomb, & Williams’ 

“The Craft of Research”

Pausch’s “Last Lecture”
(Video & Book)

Ullman’s “Advising Students for 
Success”
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Recommendations
Booth, Colomb, & Williams’ “The Craft of Research”: Booth, W. C., Colomb, G. G., & Williams, J. 
M. (2003). The Craft of Research. (Second Edition). Chicago: The University of Chicago Press.
Ullman’s “Advising Students for Success”: Ullman, J. D. (2009). Advising Students for Success. 
Communications of the ACM, 52(3), 34-37.



[Dali’s clocks]
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Daily work and time management



[Chess Set]
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One of my favorite graphics -- there was a study by Simon & Chase about the amount of time 
it takes until you are an expert (in the domain of chess) -- they found out it took about 
10.000 hours. 10.000 hours is hard to imagine, but if you look at hours per day each and 
every day (incl. holidays and week-ends) with 7 hours per day (realistic work day) it takes 
about 4 years.
That’s a far transmission from chess to a PhD thesis, but it takes a lot of time for a 
dissertation.

BTW, if you manage to work more than 24 hours per day, skip the dissertation, just write 
down how you did it. You get the Nobel Prize in Physics. ;-)
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down how you did it. You get the Nobel Prize in Physics. ;-)
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One of my favorite graphics -- there was a study by Simon & Chase about the amount of time 
it takes until you are an expert (in the domain of chess) -- they found out it took about 
10.000 hours. 10.000 hours is hard to imagine, but if you look at hours per day each and 
every day (incl. holidays and week-ends) with 7 hours per day (realistic work day) it takes 
about 4 years.
That’s a far transmission from chess to a PhD thesis, but it takes a lot of time for a 
dissertation.

BTW, if you manage to work more than 24 hours per day, skip the dissertation, just write 
down how you did it. You get the Nobel Prize in Physics. ;-)
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One of my favorite graphics -- there was a study by Simon & Chase about the amount of time 
it takes until you are an expert (in the domain of chess) -- they found out it took about 
10.000 hours. 10.000 hours is hard to imagine, but if you look at hours per day each and 
every day (incl. holidays and week-ends) with 7 hours per day (realistic work day) it takes 
about 4 years.
That’s a far transmission from chess to a PhD thesis, but it takes a lot of time for a 
dissertation.

BTW, if you manage to work more than 24 hours per day, skip the dissertation, just write 
down how you did it. You get the Nobel Prize in Physics. ;-)
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One of my favorite graphics -- there was a study by Simon & Chase about the amount of time 
it takes until you are an expert (in the domain of chess) -- they found out it took about 
10.000 hours. 10.000 hours is hard to imagine, but if you look at hours per day each and 
every day (incl. holidays and week-ends) with 7 hours per day (realistic work day) it takes 
about 4 years.
That’s a far transmission from chess to a PhD thesis, but it takes a lot of time for a 
dissertation.

BTW, if you manage to work more than 24 hours per day, skip the dissertation, just write 
down how you did it. You get the Nobel Prize in Physics. ;-)



motivation problem?

change the system and abolish 
the competition

focus on success criteria and 
work on/measure them

easy, reliable memory help

saying “no”/set limits

GTD & Co often overkill

prepare desk for next day 
before you leave work

Time Management

[Harold Lloyed 
in Safety Last!]
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Important: If it’s a motivational problem, the best time management will not work.

Goal: Reduce the amount of interruptions.

Frequent counter-argument: “I have to be available.” => “But why?”

Changing the system usually is more effective. E.g., regarding watching TV do not try to 
watch less TV, simply put the TV into the cellar. It will be a hard transition of how to deal with 
the newly available time, but you might manage it. Same with surfing the web -- go to a 
place where you do not have net access (e.g., an university library). Might not work during the 
daily work but you can implement hurdles that make it hard to interrupt your work. E.g., that 
it takes some effort to reach the place where you want to work so that you do not want to 
leave until you did the work.

Regarding a memory system -- Post-its work as well. But it’s very important that the focus is 
on doing the work itself, not on the organization of the work. It’s a help, but never something 
that can stand on its own. You need a reliable working system, nothing more. Advantage: 
Define your output criteria -- then look at whether your system helps you reach these 
criteria.

Never say “No.” to a superior -- he may give you orders. But show which work you are 
currently doing, which work has priority for you and him. The prof usually does not know 
what you have to do at the moment, so you have to show the limits. For example, tell him 
that you are currently doing x, y, and z. If you also do a as he asks you to do, ask him which 
task you may cancel (x, y, or z) so that you have the time to do a.

GTD (Getting Things Done) is an interesting but rather complex system to manage time. 
Usually an overkill.
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change the system and abolish 
the competition

focus on success criteria and 
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before you leave work
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break it down into small steps

“I’m just doing X”

minimize interruptions/
distractions (eMail/Skype)

be unavailable

do something for the thesis 
every day (no matter what)

Pomodoro-Technique

tight (external!) deadlines 
(advisor, conferences)

Daily Work
[Plane of the 

Wright Brothers]
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Example: Wright brothers -- divided the complex task of flying in manageable sub-tasks 
(e.g., propulsion, aerodynamics, etc.).
Or take Henry Ford’s: “Nothing is particularly hard if you divide it into small jobs.”

Pomodoro Technik -- Quotation from Wikipedia: There are five basic steps to implementing 
the technique:
1. decide on the task to be done
2. set the pomodoro (timer) to 25 minutes
3. work on the task until the timer rings; record with an x
4. take a short break (5 minutes)
5. every four "pomodori" take a longer break (15–20 minutes)

be able to say “I’ll just do task x” => if it’s only a short manageable task, you might trick 
yourself into doing it before you do something else.

Switch between the big picture and concrete, manageable tasks. Keep an overview and your 
general aims in view, but know what you have to do next.
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For the people for whom Internet is a problem (with the exception of looking for literature) -- 
program that blocks Internet access for some time. You need to restart the computer to use 
Internet again. There are a few applications like this.



important archive => 
important to be able to look 

back on what you have 
achieved

relevant for appraisal 
interviews

motivating to see what you 
have achieved

Documentation

53

Documentation is important. Create an archive -- it will be very helpful to look back, esp. for 
yearly reports or appraisal interviews.

Advantage Wiki: You have version control and files are on the server (can be a local webserver 
on your computer) -- you can hardly overwrite them.
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[Library]

54

Literature Management



"If I have become great,
it is by standing

on the shoulders of Giants."
Sir Isaac Newton

Lit.-Management

[Newton]

55

Know the literature -- standing on the shoulders of giants works best if the amount of 
literature does not bury you below it.
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it is by standing

on the shoulders of Giants."
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Lit.-Management

[Newton]

[Person buried 
beneath paper]
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Know the literature -- standing on the shoulders of giants works best if the amount of 
literature does not bury you below it.



“I took a speed reading course and
read ‘War and Peace’ in twenty minutes.

It involves Russia.”
Woody Allen
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Frequent commentary: “I read too slow, I have to learn to read faster ...” => it’s not the speed 
that counters ... BTW, over time you will read faster as you mental model of the domain 
improves. But speed should never be the issue.

It is very easy to get hundreds of articles, but you have to read the relevant articles to find 
out the important points they have. In the beginning this is hard, but once you learn the style 
of the articles (an advantage that there are strict criteria in science) it will be possible to read 
them faster -- you can skip the issues you do already know.



Attitude: Sense of Discovery

choose with care: goal?
(check abstract/introduction/

discussion #rst)

make notes
(on print-out, in PDF, in #le 

with same name)

read articles on how to read 
articles, e.g., Jordan & Zanna 

(1999): “How to Read a Journal 
Article in Social Psychology”

Reading Literature

[Person reading]
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Attitude: Sense of discovery. Not “I know best” but be open for the thoughts of others. It 
hurts to realize that others have implemented “your” idea (esp. if they did it better than you 
could have done it -- but don’t worry, they did invest a lot of time in it while trying to realize 
it).
But it helps no one if you develop the wheel again -- although during the final stages of your 
PhD thesis your advisors might ignore that others had the same idea as parallel creativity is 
common. If you could not have anticipated that another researcher just did the same thing, it 
should not impede your thesis.

But ask yourself:
What do you want to read? Overview paper? Basic paper? Methodology paper?



“It doesn’t matter what is written in the paper 
that much -- what is really important is what 

conclusions you draw from it, how it helps your 
work, your argument. Facts and Thoughts in 
articles are the lego building blocks for you 

thesis (which you have to cite correctly)”
organizingcreativity.com

[Lego pieces] [Lego pieces]
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Literature-Management-Software
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Literature-Management-Software

Reference management software, citation management software or personal bibliographic 
management software (Wikipedia)



Lit.-Mgt.-Software
What do I want to do?

How do I work?

Advantages

insert citations/references in 
text and create bibliography 

automatically

Disadvantages

often only limited options 
what you can do with the 

literature

60

Ask yourself: What does it do for me when I want to write an article? Many programs only 
help you to create a bibliography section.



61

Some tools go beyond that -- allow you to manage knowledge (citavi) or create notes specific 
to paragraphs in the text (Sente).
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Some tools go beyond that -- allow you to manage knowledge (citavi) or create notes specific 
to paragraphs in the text (Sente).



great overview: Wikipedia

Overview
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Reference Manger: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Comparison_of_reference_management_software
citavi: http://www.citavi.com
Sente: http://www.thirdstreetsoftware.com
Zotero: http://www.zotero.org
Mendely: http://www.mendeley.com



Paper (print outs)

Files & Folders

Wiki

Circus Ponies Notebook

DEVONthink

Format

authorname_year

authorname_authorname_year

...

Other Solutions
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Circus Ponies Notebook: http://www.circusponies.com
Wiki: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Comparison_of_wiki_software
DEVONthink: http://www.devon-technologies.com/products/devonthink/
DokuWiki: http://dokuwiki.org

One really important rule: Name the documents according to a common scheme. At best: 
authorname_year (or authorname_authorname_..._year for multiple authors). => This is 
the way you cite the authors later and the best way to find out whether you have downloaded 
the same reference again. If an author has multiple papers in one year, use 
authorname_..._year_a, _b, etc.). It is also very helpful if you switch the system.



DokuWiki
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Wiki -- esp. with a Ferret Frame (Wiki is opened in a frame, another HTML file with JavaScript 
accesses the textarea in the Wiki and copies text into it/changes it. You can quickly create 
entries via templates.

More Infos: http://www.organizingcreativity.com/2009/09/ferret-frame-and-javascript-
enhanced-wiki/



DokuWiki (+ Frame)
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Assigning Tags is very easy via JavaScript.

More Infos: http://www.organizingcreativity.com/2009/09/ferret-frame-and-javascript-
enhanced-wiki/



Notebook-Metaphor (incl. 
highlighting, post-its, markers, 

etc.)

accepts (almost?) all media 
formats (PDFs, images, docs, 

etc.)

very powerful outliners (incl. 
checkboxes, keywords, auto-

formatting)

automatic word index

Circus Ponies 
Notebook

66

Very, very helpful for structuring the work: Circus Ponies Notebook (the outliner pages it 
offers). There are other good outliners, e.g., OmniOutliner, but Circus Ponies Notebook is 
easy to use and supports most media formats.

Circus Ponies Notebook: http://www.circusponies.com
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More Infos: http://www.organizingcreativity.com/2009/09/circus-ponies-notebook-for-
academic-writing-eg-thesis-writing/



DEVONthink
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DEVONthink Overview. More Infos: http://www.organizingcreativity.com/2011/07/a-very-
quick-introduction-to-devonthink/



[Hand reaching for light bulb]
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You should have ideas for your own PhD thesis while reading articles ... and you need 
the knowledge gained from literature to have good ideas.



often after occupation with the 
subject (during really 

inopportune moments)

note ideas immediately

collect them systematically => 
project is more than just one 

idea

develop ideas

document decisions

someday or “future research” 
list for ideas you cannot 

implement now

Ideas
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More Infos on the Poster: http://www.organizingcreativity.com/2011/10/poster-wie-
organisiert-man-seine-kreativitat/
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Magic-Charts are just cool -- you can quickly transform a large wall into one large 
whiteboard. Very well suited to develop study ideas or plan programs. Simply stand up during 
work, walk along the wall, and add ideas.
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If you need to save your work on the Magic-Chart ... take a photo.



text #le to capture ideas

=> Quicksilver / Spotlight

=> Taskbar / Dock

Software
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More important if you work on a PC/Mac: Quickly jot down ideas. Put a text file into the task 
bar or open it with Spotlight/Quicksilver on the Mac. Ideal to jot down ideas while doing 
something else, without really interrupting the task, can capture an idea within seconds. Text 
files are more suited than any other file because they are open in an instant -- Word takes 
longer, esp. large word files.



Usability (for you)
speed, backups, look & feel, #exibility, 

supported !letypes, availability

Main Functions

remember

generate

#nd

enlarge

restructure

Criteria
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Important: Future proof, Access Control, Data Security (Backups), Control over the Data, 
Adaptability to your own needs.

Must be able to export the data if software/OS changes and the collection becomes slower 
and slower over time, because it cannot handle x-thousand files.

See also: http://www.organizingcreativity.com/organizing-creativity-book/collecting/
evaluating-an-idea-collection/



Circus Ponies Notebook

Wiki

DEVONthink

(“Organizing Creativity”)

try it out

avoid data islands/keep 
contents transferable

use a simple solution

Recommendations
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Circus Ponies Notebook: http://www.circusponies.com
Wiki: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Comparison_of_wiki_software
DEVONthink: http://www.devon-technologies.com/products/devonthink/
DokuWiki: http://dokuwiki.org



[Data Center]
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Data



think through all steps to the 
#nal paper before starting to 

collect data

protect/secure the original #les 
multiple times

document all steps during your 
analysis (save the syntax!)

make notes/write down your 
interpretations during analysis

Data

[complex data]
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It hurts like hell if you have collected data that you cannot use, because you have used the 
wrong scale level or missed important control variables. => Play it through until the final 
article. What do you need and in which form?



Software
Circus Ponies Notebook
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Circus Ponies Notebook: http://www.circusponies.com

Important: Circus Ponies differentiates between the ways you copy&paste the text -- e.g., 
whether it keeps the formatting or adheres to the outline structure.



Recommendations
Field’s “Discovering Statistics 

Using SPSS”

Pallant’s “SPSS Survival 
Manual”

Goodwin’s “Research in 
Psychology”

Wright’s “Making friends with 
your data”

“strange” sources
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Look beyond the usual literature -- e.g., I had “Bortz” as statistics book and it was awful. 
There are other good books that are fun to read.

Sometimes there are strange journals, e.g., the “Southern Online Journal of Nursing Research” 
that have exceptionally well written articles. Look around.

Field’s “Discovering Statistics Using SPSS”: Field, A. (2005). Discovering Statistics Using SPSS 
(2nd Edition). London: Sage.
Pallant’s “SPSS Survival Manual”: Pallant, J. (2007). SPSS Survival Manual. McGraw-Hill, Open 
University Press.
Goodwin’s “Research in Psychology”: Goodwin, C. J. (2009). Research in Psychology. Methods 
and Design. New York: Wiley.
Wright’s “Making friends with your data”: Wright, D. B. (2003). Making friends with your data: 
Improving how statistics are conducted and reported. British Journal of Educational 
Psychology, 73, 123-136.
“strange” Sources: Froman, R. D. (2001). Elements to Consider in Planning the Use of Factor 
Analysis. Southern Online Journal of Nursing Research, 2(5). Retrieved January 9, 2009, from 
http://www.snrs.org/ publications/SOJNR_articles/iss05vol02.pdf.



Save early

Save often

Save incrementally
thesis_100807_1.doc
thesis_100807_2.doc

Save externally

Backups
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Here Backups are really relevant -- you can get the literature back (usually), but you usually 
do not get ideas and data back.

Even if the worst case does never happen, you gain security while working.

Save early: Immediately after creating the file -- save the document.
Save often: Train to press cmd/ctr - s frequently. It’s just a tiny movement that you should 
do automatically after you have written a sentence that you cannot rewrite without difficulty.
Save incrementally: Esp. with Word -- it can happen that the file cannot be opened after a 
crash. If you have written a good paragraph or section, save the file with a new name. E.g., 
use the project name (e.g., thesis) and the date (e.g., 100807) and a consecutive number (_1, 
_2, ...) for the file name.
Save externally: Save on another hard disk drive or USB stick -- if the hard disc drives goes 
down the drain everything you had on it will be lost.
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Additionally, keep in mind that notebooks are coveted by thieves. This is a real poster I saw 
in Tuebingen -- if someone is willing to forgo an about €1000 Notebook just to get a simple 
CD with the diploma thesis back, you can estimate how much your thesis is worth. Keep in 
mind that all data is lost if your notebook gets stolen.



[Something to write]

82

Writing



“Serious writers write,
inspired or not.

Over time they discover
that routine is a better friend

to them than inspiration.”
Ralph Keyes

You need the ideas earlier in 
the process, but writing is a 

craft, not an art.

Writing

Albert
Maignan's "Green

Muse" (1895)
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Studies regarding writing and inspiration -- well researched findings: Inspiration is overrated.
For example, a study with three groups:
a) write only if inspired
b) write no matter whether you are inspired or not
c) no instructions
=> b) writes more and with equal quality than a) => Inspiration is not relevant for scientific 
work. You know what you have done, what the ideas were, what the issue was -- you do not 
need inspiration. You only have to tell others what you did and why and what the results were 
and how you interpret them.



write continuously

ritual / downward slope / make 
it easy for you to continue

consider it like any other duty 
(e.g., teaching a course)

do it before going online

close/lock the door

go to a different place (e.g., 
university library)

set goals (words)

document your progress

Writing
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Write every day -- easier to get into the mood and becomes a habit over time. Structure your 
infrastructure that you can start quickly and stop anytime (outlines!).

Downward slope -- e.g., stop in the middle of a paragraph when you know exactly what to 
write next (and will know so the next day). If you start again the next day you know what to 
write and get into writing easily.

You have to set the standards yourself and work on it -- and reject requests during the time 
you write.

Avoid interruptions -- write at another place. To quote Silvia (2007): “The only thing that a 
writer's room needs, according to Stephen King (2000), is "a door which you are willing to 
shut" (p. 155).”

Imagine positive feedback to your work -- you might not get it (which does not mean that 
your work is not good), but it might help you to keep on writing.



Outline!

structure (all information) but 
without the #nished sentences 

(bones of the text)

red thread?

all information available?

all links made?

order the outline as a whole 
#rst, then go through each 

section and order it again, then 
write it down

Writing
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With outline is not meant a simple division to “Introduction, Main Part, Conclusion”, but really 
the content -- and the whole content of the work. All facts and results and interpretations 
that should end up into the final dissertation in one outline. No finished sentences -- 
otherwise they stick to each other (e.g., “Thus, ...”, “This means ...” cannot be moved without 
also moving the sentence before). It’s very easy to make a text out of these facts if all 
information is collected in one central document (the outline). When my outline for my PhD 
thesis was finished (took quite some time) I was able to write the dissertation thesis in 30 
days.

You need a good outliner -- here for example Circus Ponies Notebook -- there are other 
outliners, probably also for Windows.

It is also possible to use a MindMap -- but you need to divide the structure from the concrete 
sentences. But if you have a well-formualted sentence, write it down.
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After having finished the outline, you put it next to the writing program and write it down. 
Checkboxes are really helpful to quickly continue working after being interrupted.



Criteria

precise

clear

familiar
honest

concise
"uid

Alley, M. (1996). The Craft of Scienti!c Writing (3rd Edition). New York: Springer.
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Advantage: You can concentrate on the quality of the text.

precise: say what you mean
clear: avoid saying things you do not mean
honest: direct and open communication
concise: every word should count
familiar: anchor new facts in known contexts
fluid: from sentence to sentence, from paragraph to paragraph with out interrupting the 
reader



“Writing is Re-Writing”

“shitty #rst draft”

change of media: print it and 
read/correct it on paper

reading
(Academic Phrasebank)

do not underestimate the 
formatting

Writing
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Writing good texts is hard, but you do not need to do it in one go: Writing is re-writing.

Write a “shitty first draft” (quotation by Lamott) -- give yourself the permission to write 
sentences that are not perfect. Does not end this way. Then print it out and go over it on 
paper (or in the software). You cannot keep the whole text in your head.

Very satisfying feeling to change the text according to a note you did and cross out the note 
on the print-out.

Regarding the formulations of the sentences: Very good collection at the Academic 
Phrasebank: http://www.phrasebank.manchester.ac.uk



Recommendations
Silvia’s “How to Write a Lot”

Alley’s “The Craft of Scienti#c 
Writing”

Bem’s “Writing the Empirical 
Journal Article”

Yaffe’s “How to Generate 
Reader Interest in What You 

Write”

Lamott’s “bird by bird”

Tufte (many books)
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Recommendations
Silvia’s “How to Write a Lot”: Silvia, P. J. (2007). How to Write a Lot. Washington D.C.: APA.
Alley’s “The Craft of Scientific Writing”: Alley, M. (1996). The Craft of Scientific Writing (3rd 
Edition). New York: Springer.
Bem’s “Writing the Empirical Journal Article”: Bem, D. J. (1987). Writing the empirical journal 
article. In M. P. Zanna & J. M. Darley (Eds.), The compleat academic: A practical guide for the 
beginning social scientist (pp. 171-201). New York: Random House.
Yaffe’s “How to Generate Reader Interest in What You Write”: Yaffe, P. (2009). How to 
Generate Reader Interest in What You Write. ACM Ubiquity, 10(7).
Lamott’s “bird by bird”: Lamott, A. (1994). bird by bird. New York: Anchor Books.
Tufte (diverse books)



Scrivener

http://www.literatureandlatte.com
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Scrivener
as an example that you do not need to use Word

Program by an author for authors
focus on writing the text (less on formatting)
formatting as own step after the writing process
extremely fluid and effortless work
Mac Version about 34€
Windows Version still Beta.
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Using everything is a little bit overwhelming, but ...
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the typical view for me allows an easy navigation, has all information available.

Other concept than word -- not one long text but multiple smaller texts which can be 
resorted quite easily.
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Can minimize the view to copy information from programs in the background.
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Can minimize the view to copy information from programs in the background.
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Can put it very well next to an outliner.
Can use a reference manager.
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Status (e.g., “First Draft”) and Snapshots. Snapshots can be used when you plan to rewrite a 
paragraph -- take a “photo” beforehand, it saves the text as a version control and you can 
easily access the previous version (or versions, if you use it multiple times). Better than the 
track changes mode of Word because you can use it multiple times and easily compare the 
current and previous version, to get that one sentence back that you had a while ago.
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You can set yourself session targets and draft targets -- you get visual feedback (in the 
footer bar) on whether you have achieved your target for today. Very motivating.
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Fullscreen modus -- you can focus on the text and optionally display information for the 
section. You do not see Skype, eMail, etc. Word has it now but Scrivener had it way earlier.

In general, Word or OpenOffice have a lot of the functionality as well, but it’s still a 
completely different work experience ... the speed, the lesser need to scroll, the security ... 
no comparison.



[Einstein’s Publications]
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Writing is not everything. If a study was conducted but the results were not published, was 
research really done?



Publications
publications in journals or 

conference proceedings are 
often more important than the 

dissertation

LPU (Least Publishable Unit)

response often takes months

Reviewer Feedback

harsh critique is (unfortunately) 
often normal

What is personal preference?

What is really relevant?

[Snoopy 
complaining 

to editor]
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LPU: Publish your results as soon as you have enough data for an article. Advantage: you get 
immediate feedback. Do not put too much information in one article. Keep the design small. 
Do not combine styles.
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Great article regarding the harshness of feedback in the social sciences.

Trafimow & Rice: Trafimow, D., & Rice, S. (2009). What If Social Scientists Had Reviewed Great 
Scientific Works of the Past? Perspectives on Psychological Science, 4(1), 65-78. DOI: 
10.1111/j.1745-6924.2009.01107.x



[TED Talk cut]
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Teaching and Presentations -- important for the thesis defense.



often verbal defense of the 
thesis

train to convey your message 
easily and understandable

teaching courses

use conferences as important 
part of the work => use it to 
get to know the #eld, make 

contacts, socializing

Presentations

[Person in 
front of 
Poster]
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If the departments work together very well you do not need to be concerned about the 
defense. But you should not underestimate it. It can happen that a grade is changed 
downward due to the defense.

Explain friends and family (very challenging) what you do.

You were not trained for teaching but you can learn it.



tight deadlines

direct feedback

presentation experience

present in English

interesting places

Conferences
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Recommendations
Reynolds’ “Presentation Zen” & 

“The naked presenter”

TED talks

use the Presenter Display of 
Powerpoint or Keynote
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Look at different presentations and take what is useful for you.

Reynolds’ “Presentation Zen” & “The naked presenter”: Reynolds, G. (2008). Presentation Zen: 
Simple Ideas on Presentation Design and Delivery. Berkeley, CA: New Riders. and Reynolds, G. 
(2011). The naked presenter. Delivering Powerful Presentations With or Without Slides. 
Berkeley, CA: New Riders.
TED talks: http://www.ted.com

Use the presenter display -- it makes a lot of things easier.



Recommendations
Reynolds’ “Presentation Zen” & 

“The naked presenter”

TED talks

use the Presenter Display of 
Powerpoint or Keynote

[Person on mountain top]
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Look at different presentations and take what is useful for you.

Reynolds’ “Presentation Zen” & “The naked presenter”: Reynolds, G. (2008). Presentation Zen: 
Simple Ideas on Presentation Design and Delivery. Berkeley, CA: New Riders. and Reynolds, G. 
(2011). The naked presenter. Delivering Powerful Presentations With or Without Slides. 
Berkeley, CA: New Riders.
TED talks: http://www.ted.com

Use the presenter display -- it makes a lot of things easier.



[Person on mountain top]
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One day you have reached your goal.



“Das Kapital wasn’t Marx’s thesis: and my
PhD thesis doesn’t have to be my life’s work.

It's a training ground.”
catspyjamas on phinished.org
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Even if the work was not the masterpiece it should have been -- you learn a lot for the future. 
For a scientific career and beyond.

You need to stick to one topic for the rest of your career -- at least in Germany you cannot 
count the PhD publications for the habilitation. But it is easier to continue with a topic or a 
related topic.

You never quit learning -- e.g., you learn how to deal with large, interdisciplinary projects.



“The only good dissertation
is a DONE dissertation.”

Capella faculty quote
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• You will think that your work was trivial: Many possible choices, and you would have 
decided differently in the end.

• You go through a labyrinth and will have to turn back often or do things differently than 
expected -- but in the end you only see the direct path.

• The way is the goal and you learn to persists (unless you quit) -- you learn a lot.
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And despite or rather due to all the effort involved is doing work in science very satisfying -- 
and there are some really pleasurable moments.



Thank you very much.

contact: danwessel@me.com

Slides available on

http://www.organizingcreativity.com
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